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2020-08-17 CVC Meeting Minutes
Attendees

Lincoln Lavoie
Jim Baker
Yan Yang
Trevor Cooper
Trevor Lovett
Al Morton
Ryan Hallahan 
Kodi Atuchukwu

Agenda

Task report
HPE Exemption
Performance Testing Definitions
Cloud Native Subcommittee Updates
Any other business

Action Items

Task report

Looking good, no incomplete tasks.

Minutes

HPE Exemption

OPNFV TSC has approved and documented the exemption for the HPE OVP submission: https://wiki.opnfv.org/display/meetings
/OPNFV+TSC+Meeting+2020-08-11
Results / application have been submitted to the portal: bf5c5ab9

Review / Approval: Lincoln Lavoie, Yan Yang 
Need to update the SUT information, so we can point to the exemption documentation: https://lists.opnfv.org/g/opnfv-tsc/message/6305

Lincoln will tweak the entry in the database to add the reference to the exemption documentation and confirm with HPE.
Request from OPNFV TSC to "pause" the 2019.12 NFVI badge, because of the errors and issues discovered by HPE.

 to add a notice to the NFVI portal to list the suspension of applications for the 2019.12 badge and provide some Lincoln Lavoie
indication a new release for 2020 is in process.

Performance Testing Definitions

Pull request to CNTT was updated to the content agreed on the Wiki page, 
[TSC Glossary] Terminology definition for testing per issue #1495 #1649 < >https://github.com/cntt-n/CNTT/pull/1649
Applies to all testing (RC 1 and 2), given this location in the Glossary.
Goal to move away from performance thresholds, publishing quantitative results instead.

Cloud Native Subcommittee Updates

Need to pin down a plan for the badges structure (i.e. CNCF vs CNTT, etc.).  Need to ensure any badges / levels are easily communicated / 
understood by end consumers.
Trevor Lovett will send out some proposed time slots for this discussion.
Cross-community requirements gathering is still ongoing.

Any other business

Next Meeting: August 31, 2020
We'll look to coordinate with the RC-1 trials that should be wrapping up about them to check in on the current status of the RC-1 
work and xTesting, which should be driving the 2020.r1 NFVI badge.
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